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EDITOR’s NOTE

Vahan, Sarathi earns Award!

It feels really good when all the hard work you have put in gets appreciated - Vahan
and Sarathi have been jointly declared as one of the 41 Gems of Digital by Coeus Age
Consulting which conduted an extensive study to identify digital initiatives which have
radically changed the way of governance making it more responsive to the needs of the
citizen. NextMile brings you a report on the recognition given. In the State on the Move
section, we present to you Delhi the national capital which has recently launched eight
new online services to take it a step closer to a wholly online environment.
In this issue, we have a Special Feature on the zonal workshops on eChallan and
mParivahan, followed by a Services Profile of Uttar Pradesh which has successfully implemented eChallan in all its RTOs. In the Technology Drive section we bring you a brief
on the Integration of Speed Governor data with Vahan.
Plus our other regular features - The Turning Wheel and Know the Individual.
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Sarathi,Vahan conferred Gems of Digital Award

Vahan and Sarathi have together
been chosen as one of the 41 ‘Gems
of Digital’ through a meticulous
selection process conducted by
Coeus Age Consulting under its
Maximum Governance initiative
on the ‘innovative use of digital in
governance’. Sarathi and Vahan have
been jointly conferred the award in
the ‘Analyst’s Choice’ category.

The Gems of Digital India are
those e-Governance projects which
have radically changed the way
of governance making it more

responsive to the requirements of
citizens, and enabling delivery of a
wide range of citizen-centric services.
These projects have been termed
the most ‘innovative, impactful and
sustainable e-Governance initiatives
undertaken in the Country.’
The awards were presented at
a function jointly organized by
Maximum Governance and Sify
Technologies Limited on June 7,
2017 at the Shangri-La, New Delhi.

Vahan & Sarathi team accepting the Gems of Digital India Award from Dr Ajay
Kumar, Additional Secretary, Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology,
Government of India. L-R: Shri Ravinder Gautam, Shri Piyush Gupta, Shri AN
Misra, Dr Ajay Kumar, Shri Joydeep Shome, HoD, Shri Mansoorul Haque, Shri
Manoj Kumar Srivastava

DG NIC Smt Neeta Verma delivered of the other identified ‘Gems of
Digital India’ including e-GRAS,
the keynote address at the event.
DG NIC Smt Neeta Verma delivering
the keynote address
3

NIC is also associated with many e-Hospital@NIC, National Portal

of India, National Scholarship
Portal, Public Distribution System,
NREGASoft, Bhoomi, etc.
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Dilli shifts gear to Online Services
From our Delhi Correspondent Shri Deepak Mehra

Delhi has significant reliance on its transport infrastructure. As on June 30, 2014, there were 16.6 million registered vehicles in the
city, which is the highest in the world amongst all cities. Delhi suffers from high traffic congestion, and the loss of manpower due to
traffic congestion is in the order of crores every year. In the light of such a scenario, the National Transport Computerization Project
plays a key role in streamlining all processes related to transport licensing, registration, permits and enforcement. Vahan and
Sarathi had computerized the entire workflow of the Transport Department and its RTOs long back, the Project is now switching
over to online, cloud-based architecture to bring in more efficiency, transparency and convenience for both the Department and
the citizens in Delhi. The Hon’ble Chief Minister of Delhi, Shri Arvind Kejriwal, recently inaugurated a bouquet of eight such online
services from the wide range of online services being implemented by the National Informatics Centre (NIC) for the Ministry of Road
Transport and Highways (MoRTH) as a part of the National Transport Computerization Project. These online services have added to
the already existing computerized environment of the Transport Sector to make it worthy of a Capital City.

D

elhi, officially the National
Capital Territory of Delhi or
NCT, is a city and a Union Territory
of India. It is bordered by Uttar
Pradesh on the east, and by Haryana
on the other three sides. NCT covers
an area of 1,484 square kilometres.
Delhi’s urban area is now considered
to extend beyond the NCT
boundaries to include an estimated

4

population of over 26 million people
making it the world’s second most
highly poplulate urban area.
The Transport Department of the
Government of the NCT of Delhi
is entrusted with the responsibility
of providing an efficient public
transportation system, control of
vehicular pollution, registration
of vehicles in Delhi, issuance of

driving licences, issuance of various
permits, collection of road taxes, etc.
The Department is also entrusted
with policy-making, co-ordination,
implementation, monitoring and
regulatory functions of all transportrelated aspects of the National
Capital Territory of Delhi.
Transportation in Delhi is dependent
upon roads and railways, including

rapid transit systems such as the
Delhi Metro. Roads in Delhi are
maintained by the Municipal
Corporation of Delhi (MCD), New
Delhi Municipal Council (NDMC),
Delhi Cantonment Board (DCB),
Public Works Department (PWD)
and Delhi Development Authority
(DDA). At 1,749 km of road length
per 100 sq km, Delhi has one of
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online services of the
Transport Department
at
the
Delhi
Secretariat. People of
Delhi can now apply
online for these eight
services
including
applying for driving
licence, issue of
Delhi transport office Tax collection branch
duplicate registration
certificate,
and
the highest road densities in India.
Major roadways include the Ring transfer of vehicle ownership.
Road and the Outer Ring Road. Inaugurating
the
Transport
The Hon’ble Chief Minister of Delhi, Shri Arvind Kejriwal, inaugurating
Major road-based public transport Department’s online services at
the eight online services of the Transport Department at the Delhi
facilities in Delhi are provided by the Delhi Secretariat here, Chief
Secretariat. on March 03, 2017
Delhi Transport Corporation (DTC) Minister Shri Arvind Kejriwal
buses, auto-rickshaws, taxis and said the Delhi Government will Motor Vehicles Rules, an applicant Government will take up the matter
cycle-rickshaws.
soon introduce e-Authority so will have to visit the transport offices with the Centre to eliminate human
that people do not have to visit to get a hard copy of the document interface at the Department’s offices.
Inauguration of Online
the Regional Transport Offices once all the necessary requirements “As eight services of the Transport
Services
On March 3, 2017, the Hon’ble (RTOs), a move intended to such as filing of application and Department have come on online
Chief Minister of Delhi, Shri “eradicate corruption” from these payment of fees are completed. The platform, now Delhiites won’t have
Arvind Kejriwal, inaugurated eight offices. He said, however, as per the Delhi Chief Minister said that his to make rounds of the RTOs. In the
5
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the Transport Department and and approval. This is a big step for
choose the service as per their provision of online services for
requirements. Over one crore citizens so that they can avail these
vehicles are registered in the without standing in long queues at
national capital, and around seven RTO offices in Delhi.
lakh more come for registration Also, in case of lost or damage of
to Delhi from outside every year. the payment receipt and downloaded
Citizens can save their time and documents, applicants can again print
energy by applying online and the payment receipt and download
Citizens standing in queue
make payments online through the application specific forms.
future, all Department services will
internet banking, credit card, debit Issue of fitness certificates to DTC
be made online,” the Chief Minister
card, etc. as per their convenient buses and Cluster buses after online
said addressing the gathering. As
application by the applicants solved
payment bank or payment gateway.
per rough estimates, around 20 lakh
the big problem of long queues at the
.Citizens can also avail the facility
people visit RTOs every year in
to book an appointment
Delhi.
online with the RTO, and
DelhiTransport
Minister
Shri they can visit the RTO
Satyendar Jain said that as of now office on the appointment
half of the services of the Transport date given, along with
Department has been made online, the physical documents
but in the coming days, all services including payment receipt,
will come under the same platform. downloaded application
To avail the online services, applicants form and appointment Transport Department Informatics centre
will have to visit the website of receipt, for verification
6

The following transport services
have been made online for citizens:


Transfer of Ownership



Changes Of Address


Hypothecation
Addition,
Termination and Continuation

Duplicate
Certificate

Registration


Fitness Certificate for
Registered Vehicles

Balance of Fitness Fees/Fine
Collection

Online Appointment to visit
the RTO

Road Tax Payment for
Commercial vehicles
Burari RTO which is the RTO office
for commercial vehicles. A fitness
centre has also been establish to
minimize the time required to issue
fitness certificates.
A joint Publication by NIC & MoRTH
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Pre-existing Online Services

Other online services running in application. The RTO verifies the
kit and its component and approves
Delhi are:
It is not that the eight newly launched
the vehicle for RC endorsement. The
online services are Delhi’s maiden CNG MAKER
process ensures that genuine CNG
venture into the field of online
CNG maker, an online application kits are fitted in vehicles.
applications. The Delhi Transport
for Type approval services for This application covers a complete
Department had already tasted
manufacturers, distributors, Retro end-to-end workflow involving the
success with other such applications
Fitment Centres (RFCs), etc., was following points:
which have facilitated citizens and
launched on October 01, 2016 in (a) Certification of CNG kits and
Department to a great extent.
components by approval agencies
Delhi.
The provision for online Letter
The CNG kit manufacturer uploads (b) Upload of inventory by
of Intent (LOI) application for
manufacturers
autorickshaws
was
launched their TAC (TypeApproval Certificate)
(c) Distribution through
on January 18, 2017. The Delhi and model details for approval
dealer network
Government
invites
10,000 verification by the Delhi Transport
(d) Integration with CNG
autorickshaw (TSR) for Contract Authority. The manufacturer needs
Retro Fitment Centers
Carriage Permit Certificates for to upload all technical details of their
(RFC)
which users apply online. To get this kits. The manufacturer requires these
(e) Integration with Vahan
Certificate the user needs to apply TACs in order to be able to sell their
conversion module.
online through the LOI application. CNG kits to Distributors and RFCs.
The User takes a printout of the LOI When the RFC installs the CNG Fancy Number Online
application and visits the zonal office kit in a vehicle, the TAC is required Auction and Booking
on the declared verification date. to be uploaded through the online Fancy Number Online
7

Auction and Booking is a part of the
revamped applications of the National
Transport Computerization Project
and was launched on September
19, 2014. In Delhi, allotment of
registration mark of choice for
four wheeler vehicles is done only
through the online e-auction process.
Only residents of Delhi (person/
entity) are allowed to purchase
Registration marks of choice through
this e-auction. The availability of

New Delhi zonal office fee counter
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Category

Registratioon marks/ Numbers

Minimum reserve price

1

0001

Rs. 5 Lacks (Rupees Five Lakhs)

2

0002 to 0009

Rs. 3 Lakhs (Rupees Three Lakhs)

3

0010 to 0099 , 0786, 1000, 1111,7777 & 9999

Rs. 2 Lakhs (Rupees Two Lakhs)

4

0100,0111,0200,0222,0300,0333,0400,0444,050
0,0555 0600,0666,0700,0777,0800,0888,0900,09
99,2000,2222 3000,3333,4000,4444,5000,5555,6
000,6666,7000,8000 8888,9000,0101,0108,1008,
& 1313
Any other registration mark, which is not
mentioned in category No. 01 to 04 above and

Rs. 1 lakhs (Rupees One Lakhs)

5

is sought by a person as a registration mark of
choice and is allotted by the transport department
by jumping the chronological order of numbers
in a series of registration marks.

Rupees Twenty Thousand

these numbers are published on
the e-auction platform before each
round of auction. A Registration
mark of choice cannot be allotted
at a price below the corresponding
Minimum Reserve Price. Specific
numbers have been designated as
Registration marks of choice, and the
corresponding Minimum Reserve
Price is mentioned alongside.
The potential applicant for fancy
registration number has to register as
a member of the given portal, pay an
initial registration fees online through
debit/credit card or net banking,
whereby the required credentials for
logging into the e-auction system is
provided. The applicant then has to
log in and start bidding for the number
of choice. The system declares the
results of the auction online at the
end of the process. If the applicant is

8
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the vehicle.

intent to implement the CMV Rule dealer is able to enter all necessary

Dealer Point 42, which says a Trade Certificate data for the vehicle, allot registration
Holder shall not deliver the vehicle to numbers, make online payment
Registration
O n l i n e

the purchaser without registration of of all fees and taxes, and pass on

Point the vehicle whether it is permanent or the digital file for final approval
R e g i s t r a t i o n temporary. The vehicle registration by the RTO concerned. Once the
Dealer

of is completed within the minimum RTO approves the registration, the
Applications in time as data gets replicated to the system completes the registration
form-20
with registering authority database, and process and sends required data for
(collection

Computer centre Delhi transport office
fees and tax
successful in getting the number of
choice she/he has to pay the rest of for Registration) is a step towards
the bid amount again through online decentralizing the digitization of
payment. The applicant then prints registration data and eliminating
the allotment letter for the registration cash handling at RTO cash counters,
mark through the online system, and that makes the registration process

payment is collected through online Registration Card (RC) printing and
payment gateway having facility of High Security Registration Plate
payment through various banks.

(HSRP) generation and affixation.

The dealers are given respective The RC is sent via post to the owner
user logins and passwords to login of the vehicle, and the HSRP is

into the web-enabled Online Dealer affixed either at the RTO or the
dealership itself.
contacts the RTO for registration of more simplified and faster with the Point Registration System. The

9
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Shri Deepak Mehra, our Project Coordinator for Delhi, is one of the most experienced persons in transport
informatics. He has been working in the NIC Transport Project for the Delhi Transport Department since
1996. He has the experience of working in different technologies in the field, starting from standalone
systems of yesteryears to the web-based technology of today. Earlier, Shri Mehra had joined NIC in
December 1985 in the Ministry of Urban Development Informatics Division, and was assigned work
in the Directorate of Estates office for computerization of the waiting list for allotment of Government
accommodation.

Deepak Mehra
Scientist E
NIC Delhi

10

Shri Mehra did his entire education in Delhi. He completed his Graduation and Post-Graduation from the
Delhi University. He got married in 1990. His wife Smt Alpna Mehra is a lecturer in English with the Delhi
Government. The couple is blest with two daughters. Their elder daughter Mansi got married recently in
February 2017, and is now living in Qatar, Doha. She did her post graduation and MPhil in English from
the Indra Prastha University and is now teaching in Qatar, Doha. Their younger daughter Madhvi has
completed her graduation in BCom(H) this year from the Delhi University, and is presently undergoing
coaching for MBA entrance examination.
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Zonal Workshops on eChallan and mParivahan
covering all States/Union Territories

11

Two mobile apps – eChallan
and mParivahan – developed by
NIC under the National Transport
Computerization Project were
formally launched by Shri Nitin
Gadkari, Honorable Union Minister
of Road Transport & Highways
on January 10, 2017. In order to
facilitate the implementation of
these apps and create the momentum
required, NIC organized a series of
three zonal workshops covering
the entire Country – the first in
Chandigarh on April 10-11, 2017;
the second in Goa on April 27-28,
2017; and the third in Kolkata on
June 15-16, 2017. eChallan has been
fully implemented in Uttar Pradesh,

mParivahan, which caters to the

and is under trial in some other states.

inaugural sessions of the workshops.

individual citizen, is available for
download and use from Playstore.
Participants of each of these
workshops
stakeholders

included
of

the

all
National

Transport Computerization Project
comprising officials from state
transport departments and the
Ministry of Road Transport and
Highways

(MoRTH),

officials

from NIC and officials from the state
traffic police departments.
Senior officials from state transport
departments, MoRTH, NIC and state
traffic police departments graced the

Hoardings of the workshops
The workshops were designed to roles and responsibilities of different
categories of users. This was done
achieve the following objectives:
through practical demonstrations
i. Provide the participants with
of the Apps, using live operational
detailed information on eChallan and systems wherever possible.
mParivahan including their features, ii. Provide a platform for extensive
modes of operation, implementation interaction
between
officials
guidelines, device requirements and from MoRTH, State Transport
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Departments, State Traffic Police for eChallan and mParivahan by Vahan 4.0 and Sarathi 4.0 underway
Departments and coordinators, team respective vendors so that participants in most of the states, and provide
a platform for experience sharing
leaders and developers from NIC get a good idea of what to look for
therein.
Delhi and NIC State Units.
during actual implementation.
NextMile presents detailed individual
iii. Showcasing of devices required iv. Assess the migration process to reports on these workshops:

• First workshop in Chandigarh
• Second workshop in Goa
• Third workshop in Kolkata
(Click on the links above for specific
workshop or carry on reading
sequentially)

First eChallan and mParivahan Zonal Workshop in Chandigarh
The Ministry of Road Transport & Haryana, Chandigarh, Uttar Pradesh, Commissioner, UT of Chandigarh, Workshop.
Highways (MoRTH) and NIC jointly

Uttarakhand,

Delhi,

Madhya Shri SS Gahlout, DDG NIC, Shri

Shri

SS

Gahlout,

DDG NIC, in his keynote address,

organized the First Zonal Transport Pradesh, Chhatisgarh, Gujarat and Navneet Kukreja, DDG & SIO

explained

Workshop on Implementation of Rajasthan.

Punjab and Shri GS Bansal, DDG &

conducting the Zonal Workshops.

eChallan and mParivahan at Hotel Shri SS Dhillon, IAS, Additional SIO Haryana.
Mountview, Chandigarh on April 10 Chief Secretary to Government of The workshop started with the
and 11, 2017. The event was hosted Haryana, Transport Department, was traditional welcoming of the
by the NIC Chandigarh UT Unit, the chief guest on the occasion. Also esteemed dignitaries with bouquets

Elaborating on the features of the

the

purpose

behind

apps eChallan and mParivahan,
he emphasised the need for having
the eChallan app on the devices of

in coordination with NIC Haryana, present on the dais were Shri Sarvjit of flowers. It was followed by every official engaged in the duty of
NIC Punjab and NICSI Chandigarh. Singh, IAS, Principal Secretary lighting of the ceremonial lamp. law enforcement. He also informed
The delegates were from the Transport, Government of Punjab, In his welcome address, Shri GS the mobile app mParivahan could
Transport Department, Traffic police Shri KK Jindal, IAS, Secretary Bansal, DDG and SIO Haryana, play a major role in empowering
and NIC, from 12 States/UTs namely Transport, UT of Chandigarh, Shri welcomed all the dignitaries and the citizen, and requested all senior
J&K, Himachal Pradesh, Punjab, Ajit Balaji Joshi, IAS, Deputy the delegates to the two-day Zonal officers present in the workshop
12
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which was read by Shri

incorporating the desirable changes in his address, mentioned some

Joydeep Shome, Head in the future too.
of Division, Transport
and STD, NIC. Excerpts

innovative practices adopted in

The adoption and comprehensive various projects. He appreciated
usage of eChallan would help in the initiatives undertaken jointly

from his message are handling the challan and penalty by MoRTH and NIC, and further
reproduced below:
procedures in a much improved suggested that technologies such as
“…we had thought manner, and reducing time for RFID be integrated in the system

about this conference transactions and corruption. It will so as to simplify the processes, and
long back for detailed also offer citizens an objective way make them convenient for citizens
Esteem dignitaries on the dais in Chandigarh deliberations and hands- of disposal of challans with proofs and law enforcement agencies.
to help in popularising it in their
on (demonstrations). Its and inventory of transactions. Also, Shri KK Jindal, IAS and
respective states.

Shri Priyank Bharti, IAS, Director

importance will greatly increase with with repository trail
the passing of the Amendment Bill as being maintained of

(MVL), MoRTH, Government of

the National Register and other IT- the offences, it will, in
India, was scheduled to be present in enabled processes will be included the long run help in
the workshop, but had to withdraw in Law. The two new applications compliance of traffic
at the very last minute in view of

eChallan and mParivahan are rules and reduced
and
is
the unavoidable exigency of the evolving applications, and have violations,
Motor Vehicles Amendment Bill been
developed
considering another move towards
being taken up in the Lok Sabha the requirements of states and road safety initiatives...”
for deliberation. He however, sent
his wishes through a message,
13

the procedures of law involved. Shri Ajit Balaji Joshi,
We assure that we will keep on IAS, DC Chandigarh,

Lighting of ceremonial lamp by dignitaries in
Chandigarh
A joint Publication by NIC & MoRTH
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Secretary Transport, Chandigarh India which
Administration thanked MoRTH and e m p h a s i s e s
NIC for choosing Chandigarh as the l e v e r a g i n g
venue for the First Zonal Transport t e c h n o l o g y
Workshop, and also for bringing for the benefit
together all the stakeholders i.e. of the citizens
transport authorities, traffic police so as to have
digitally
and the technology providers. He a
highlighted some of the initiatives trans f or me d
undertaken by the Chandigarh k n o w l e d g e based society.
Administration in this direction.
Shri Sarvjit Singh, IAS, Principal
Secretary
Transport,
Punjab
Government, in his address shared
his views on the expectations of the
citizens, and how technology could
play a pivotal role in overcoming
the challenges and meeting these
expectations. He assured MoRTH
that the Punjab Government was
committed to the mandate of the
Government of India under Digital
14
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Additional Transport Commissioner,
Shri Surya Pratap Dev and Smt
Anita Verma, Public Tax Officers

Delegates attending the workshop in Chandigarh
and services. He also mentioned that
it was an unique occasion wherein
both citizen and employee-centric
services were being showcased, and
congratulated MoRTH and NIC for
such an innovation.

from the Transport Department
and Dr LR Yadav, STD and Shri
Sudhanshu Saxena, SA from NIC
were honoured and given tokens of
appreciation by the Chief Guest Shri
SS Dhillon, IAS.
Proposing the vote of thanks, Shri
Vivek Verma, SIO Chandigarh
UT, thanked all the dignitaries
for sparing time from their busy
schedules to be part of the workshop,
and the words of encouragement
and the innovative ideas put forth
by them for making the initiative
more meaningful.
He thanked
MoRTH and NIC Headquarters
for choosing Chandigarh as the

Shri SS Dhillon, IAS, Additional
Chief Secretary to the Government of
Haryana, Transport Department, in
his address, welcomed the delegates
from different States/UTs and wished The team from the Transport
them a comfortable stay and fruitful Department, UP and NIC, UP was
sessions. He also appreciated the felicitated for the commendable
eChallan and mParivahan initiatives, support and cooperation extended by
and suggested that MoRTH and NIC them in implementation of eChallan
should continue to strive towards enforcement solution across all venue for the Workshop. He
improving the quality of products RTOs of UP. Shri Ganga Phal, expressed his gratitude to the
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Transport Informatics Division, NIC and the queries raised were
Headquarters under Shri SS Gahlout, addressed to the satisfaction of the
DDG NIC for the moral support, delegates. Thereafter, a complete
direction and guidance provided at demonstration of the eChallan
every stage. He also expressed his and mParivahan apps was given
special thanks to colleagues from by Shri Vikrant Kumar along with
NIC Haryana, Punjab and NICSI, implementation guidelines. It was
for their support and help. Last but followed by an interactive session in
not the least, he thanked his NIC UT which implementation of eChallan
Chandigarh team of Smt Pratibha and mParivahan was discussed,
Singh, TD, Shri LD Thakur, PSA, suggestions were noted and doubts
Shri Bharat Kaushal, SSA, Shri cleared.
Noor Singh Saini, SA, Shri Mohit,
Sr Programmer, Shri Raj Kanwar,
Office Assistant and Shri Surinder,
MCH for working tirelessly for the
success of the workshop.

The second day of the workshop on
April 11, 2017 was devoted to the
status and issues of Vahan 4.0 and
Sarathi 4.0 implementation in the
states and union territory concerned.
Shri Joydeep Shome, STD, NIC gave
the status of Vahan 4.0 and Sarathi
4.0 implementation, and made a
presentation on the features and the
benefits of the two applications.
Queries related to the two applications

After the inaugural session, Shri
Joydeep Shome, STD, NIC gave
an introduction to eChallan and
mParivahan mobile apps in two
separate sessions. The features
and advantages of the apps were
explained through a presentation were handled by the respective
15

teams of Vahan 4.0 and Sarathi 4.0.
The two sessions generated keen
interest amongst the delegates as
they could get instant response and
solutions to their queries. It was also
helpful as the coordinators from
states which had implemented the
systems comparatively earlier could
share their experiences and guide the
delegates from the states who were
new entrants in the implementation
process. The long sessions of
interaction amongst the delegates
also benefitted the Sarathi and Vahan
teams in understanding the problems
being faced at the field level. Many
suggestions were provided to make
the applications more helpful for all
the stakeholders. Delegates from
different states also made requests for
state-level workshops so as to train a
larger audience. It was suggested that
the same could be held over VC.

For the convenience of delegates
from different states, invites were
also sent to the various device
manufacturers giving them an
opportunity to showcase their
products. It evoked a very good
response as five vendors having
considerable experience, and with
reliable and innovative products set
up their stalls and demonstrated the
products to the keen delegates. Many
states wanted to engage them for
conducting pilots for implementing
eChallan and mParivahan, to which
they responded positively.
The two day workshop concluded
successfully on April 11, 2017 with
Shri Joydeep Shome, STD thanking
the delegates for their participation,
and the organisers for their efforts in
conducting the complete event.
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Second eChallan and mParivahan Zonal Workshop in Goa
The Second Zonal workshop on

The dignitaries present on the dais of the two-day workshop.
eChallan and mParivahan mobile were:
Shri Joydeep Shome, welcomed all
apps was organized on April 27 and 1.
Shri
Govind
Jaiswal, the distinguished guests and talked
28, 2017 at Hotel Nanutel Margao, Secretary IT, Goa & Chief Guest
about the services NIC is providing

options as per the requirements of

Goa. Around 100 participants from 2.
Shri Sanjay Singh Gahlout, to transport departments across the
12 States (Andhra Pradesh, Kerala, DDG, NIC & HoG Transport Project Country for the last 20 years through
Lakshdweep, Odissa, Telangana, 3.
Shri B Daynanda, Transport its flagship applications - Vahan and
Daman & Diu, Dadra & Nagar Commissioner, Karnataka.
Sarathi. Speaking on the introduction

the challan and penalty procedures

different states. The adoption and
comprehensive usage of eChallan
would play a big role in handling
in an efficient manner, help in
better compliance of traffic rules
and reduce corruption in transport-

Haveli, Karnataka, Maharashtra, 4.
Smt Dharkat R. Lukiang, of eChallan and mParivahan by related activities.
Goa, Puducherry & Tamil Nadu) – Under Secretary, MoRTH
the Ministry of Road
comprising officials from Transport 5.
Shri Joydeep Shome, Senior Transport & Highways
Department, Traffic Police and NIC Technical Director, NIC and HoD (MoRTH), he said that
attended the workshop.

Transport Project

Shri Sanjay Singh Gahlout, DDG and 6.
Shri JR Anand, SIO, NIC
Head of Group, Transport, NIC along Goa State Centre
with the State Informatics Officer, The programme started with the
Goa and the NIC Headquarters presentation of bouquets to the
transport team welcomed the Chief distinguished guests on the dais
Guest Shri Govind Jaiswal, IAS, followed by ceremonial lighting of
Secretary IT, Government of Goa.
the lamp, marking the inauguration
16

both the applications are
evolving

applications,

and have been developed
with
of

consideration
requirements and

the procedures of law.
The

applications

various

have

customization
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senior officers. NIC plans Secretary represented the Ministry Government of Goa addressed the
to implement eChallan of Road Transport & Highways workshop and appreciated the efforts
and mParivahan in all MoRTH). She addressed the of NIC for introducing the new
parts of the Country, and workshop on behalf of the Ministry, android-based software eChallan
popularise these apps in and welcomed all the participants. and mParivahan. Shri Jaiswal
all states with necessary She also congratulated NIC for said that in the present scenario,
provides
many
customization
and hosting such a workshop for the e-Governance
accommodation of the benefit of the Transport officials. facilities to citizens and officials
requirements of different She hoped that the distinguished in their day-to-day work. Today
States. Elaborating on participants would be benefitted by citizens are looking forward to all
the features of the apps, the workshop, and thanked all them Government departments to opt for

A workshop session in progress in Goa
Shri SS Gahlout, in his address,
the DDG emphasised on the need
explained the concept behind
of having the eChallan app on the
conducting the Zonal Workshops.
device of every official engaged in
He said that the purpose was to
the duty of law enforcement. He
understand the requirements of
also informed that the mobile app
the field-level officers working in mParivahan could play a major

for attending the workshop

Transport technology would provide a boost
Commissioner, Karnataka, addressed to the Goa Transport Department
Shri

B

Dayananda,

the workshop as a participant. He and officials helping them in quick
hoped that the workshop organized disposal of cases and gathering
by NIC would help in adoption of information in the minimum of time.

different states, taking their feedback, role in empowering citizens, and the new technology. He assured
and knowing their expectations from requested all senior officers/field that all efforts would be made in
NIC in solving their difficulties, so officers present in the workshop to Karnataka to implement eChallan
that better utilities could be created help in popularising it in their States. and mParivahan applications.
for citizens, field-level officers or Smt Luikang
17

Dharkat, Under

the same. He hoped that this new

Shri JJR Anand, SIO, NIC Goa State
Centre proposed the vote of thanks
to all the dignitaries and guests for
attending the inaugural session and

Shri Govind Jaiswal, Secretary IT, the workshop as a whole. He thanked
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demonstration by Shri Vikrant
Goa, Shri SS Gahlout, NIC DDG  Demonstration of mParivahan Kumar from the NIC Delhi team.
Interactive discussions were held
& HoG, Transport and his team, mobile app
and Shri Joydeep Shome and Shri  Implementation guidelines of between Shri Vikrant Kumar and
eChallan and mParivahan mobile the participants on the mobile apps,
Anil Rastogi for extending their
their features and functionalities and
apps
support for conducting the workshop
 Interactive Discussions on implementation process.
smoothly.
implementation of eChallan and The following points were discussed
Subsequently, the technical session mParivahan mobile apps
with the participants on the second
of the workshop were conducted on The concept and brief details of the day of April 28, 2017:
following topics:apps were presented by Shri Joydeep  Status and issues of Vahan 4.0
the Secretary IT, Government of mobile app
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Demonstration

of

eChallan Shome, followed by a technical implementation in States/UTs

 Status and issues of Sarathi 4.0
implementation in States/UTs
 Interactive discussions with
States on Vahan 4.0 and Sarathi 4.0
implementation
 A site visit with live demo of
eChallan was also made on the same
day.
The workshop ended with a
concluding speech and vote of
thanks by Shri Joydeep Shome, STD
and HoD, Transport, NIC Delhi.
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Third eChallan and mParivahan Zonal Workshop in Kolkata
The Ministry of Road Transport & Ingty,
Highways (MoRTH) and NIC jointly

Transport

Commissioner, through its flagship applications - transport-related activities.

Meghalaya, Shri Elias T Lotha, Vahan and Sarathi.

The Ministry Mr SS Gahlout, in his keynote
organised the “Third Zonal Transport Transport Commissioner, Nagaland, of Road Transport & Highways address, explained the concept behind
Workshop – Implementation of Shri SS Gahlout, DDG NIC & HoG, (MoRTH) has introduced the two conducting the Zonal Workshops,
eChallan and mParivahan” at Hotel Transport, Shri K K Poddar, SIO &

new mobile apps eChallan and

Monotel, Kolkata on June 15 & DDG, NIC, West Bengal, were also
16, 2017. The event was hosted by present on the dais.

mParivahan on android technology which the other two were held in
as part of its augmentation Chandigarh and Goa. Shri Gahlout

NIC Kolkata, in coordination with

programme. The applications have elaborated on the features of the

The workshop started with the

the third workshop in the series in

the NIC Delhi team. The delegates traditional welcoming of the various customization options as eChallan and mParivahan apps, and
were from Transport Department, esteemed dignitaries with bouquets per the requirements of different emphasised the need for having the
Traffic Police and NIC from 13 of flowers. It was followed by states. The adoption and
States, namely the 8 North-East lighting of the ceremonial lamp. comprehensive usage of
States, Bihar, Jharkhand, Karnataka, In his welcome address, Shri KK eChallan would play a big
Haryana and West Bengal.
Poddar, DDG & SIO West Bengal role not only in handling
Shri
Alapan
Bandyopadhyay, welcomed all the dignitaries and challans on traffic violations
IAS, Principal Secretary to the the delegates to the two-day Zonal and penalty procedures in
Government of West Bengal, Workshop. Shri Poddar talked about an effective and transparent
Transport Department, was the chief the service being provided by NIC

manner, but also in better

guest on the occasion. Shri Priyank to the transport departments across compliance of traffic rules
Bharti, Director, MoRTH, Shri IW the Country for the last 20 years and reducing corruption in
19

A technical session on eChallan and
mParivahan at the Kolkata workshop
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eChallan app available in the devices
of all officials engaged in duty of law
enforcement. He also informed that
the mobile app mParivahan would
play a major role in empowering
citizens, and requested all senior
officials present in the workshop
to help in popularising it in their
respective states. Shri Gahlout
mentioned that the adoption and
comprehensive usage of eChallan
would help in handling the challaning
and penalty procedures in a much
improved manner, and reduce the
time for transactions as well as
bring down corruption drastically.
It will also offer citizens a way for
objective disposal of challans with
proofs and inventory of transactions.
In addition, the repository trail of
offences being maintained will, in
the long run, help in compliance of
20

traffic rules and reduced violations
resulting in another move towards
road safety initiatives.
Shri Priyank Bharti, IAS, Director
(MVL), MoRTH, Government of
India, mentioned that the Motor
Vehicles Amendment Bill was to
be taken up for approval in the Lok
Sabha very soon. He also pointed
out that the two new applications
eChallan and mParivahan were
evolving applications, and have been
developed with consideration of

Transport Commissioner, Nagaland,
thanked MoRTH and NIC for
choosing Kolkata as the venue for
the Third Zonal Transport Workshop,
and also for bringing together all the
stakeholders i.e. transport authorities,
traffic police and the technology
providers. He highlighted some of
the initiatives suggested to adopt
modern technologies for betterment
Shri
IW
Ingty,
Transport of government services and
Commissioner,
Meghalaya, processes.
Alapan
Bandyopadhyay,
addressed the workshop and Sri
welcomed all the distinguished IAS, Principal Secretary to the
participants. He also congratulated Government of West Bengal,
NIC for hosting such a workshop Transport Department, in his address
for the benefit of Transport welcomed the delegates from
Department officials. He hoped that different States/UTs and wished
the distinguished participants would them a comfortable stay and fruitful
be benefitted by this workshop and sessions of the workshop. He
thanked all participants for attending focussed on Road and Safety policies
the workshop Shri Elias T Lotha, of the Government, and appreciated
the requirements
of states and the
procedures
of
law involved. He
also assured that
the apps could
be
customized
to
meet
the
requirements of
different states.
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occasion wherein
both
citizen
and
employeecentric services
were
being
showcased. Sri
Bandyopadhyay
shared
his
views on the
expectations of
the citizens, and
Participants having a look at devices in vendor stalls in how technology
Kolkata
could play a
pivotal role in
eChallan and mParivahan as righttime initiatives towards Road Safety overcoming challenges and meeting
expectations.
policy and better governance to serve
The West Bengal team comprising
citizen in a smooth and transparent
officials of the Transport Department
way. He suggested that MoRTH and
and NIC of the State was felicitated
NIC should continue to strive towards for the commendable support
improving the quality of products and rollout of Vahan 4.0 in all the
and services. He also mentioned offices in West Bengal. Shri TK
that the workshop was a unique Rudra, IAS, Director, Transport
21

come from far off places to be a part
of the event and making it a success.
He expressed his gratitude to the
Transport Informatics Division, NIC
Headquarters under Shri SS Gahlout,
DDG, NIC, for the moral support,
directions and guidance provided at
every stage. He also expressed his
special thanks to colleagues from
NIC West Bengal and NICSI, for
Proposing the vote of thanks, Sri their support and help.
Joydeep Shome, Senior Technical After the inaugural session, Shri
Director, NIC Delhi, thanked all the Joydeep Shome, STD, NIC gave
dignitaries for being a part of the an introduction to eChallan and
workshop in spite of their immensely mParivahan mobile apps in two
busy schedule, and the words of separate sessions. The features
encouragement and innovative ideas and advantages of the apps were
put forward by them for making explained through a presentation,
the initiative more meaningful and and the queries raised were addressed
successful. He thanked MoRTH for to the satisfaction of the delegates.
choosing Kolkata as the venue for the Thereafter, complete demonstrations
Workshop and the delegates who had of the eChallan and mParivahan
Directorate, Shri Bhishamadeb
Dasgupta, Special Secretary and
OSD, Transport Department, Shri
B Dutta, Secretary, STA and Shri
Tamal Das, Assistant Secretary and
Nodal officer (eGovernance) were
appreciated by the Chief Guest Sri
Alapan Bandyopadhyay, IAS for
the crucial roles they played in the
process.
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Mobile apps were given by Shri
Vikrant Kumar along with the
implementation guidelines. It was
followed by an interactive session in
which implementation of eChallan
and mParivahan was discussed,
suggestions were noted and doubts
cleared.

applications. Queries related to the delegates from the states who were
two applications were handled by new entrants in the migration process.
the respective NIC Delhi teams The long sessions of interaction
of Vahan and Sarathi. Shri Manoj amongst the delegates also helped
the Sarathi and Vahan teams from
Srivavtava explained in details on
Delhi in understanding the problems
how to migrate data to Sarathi 4.0
being faced at the field level. Many
and suggested pre-migration steps
suggestions were given to make the
to be taken for smooth migration.
applications more helpful for the
The second day of the workshop
Shri R Joish responded to different benefit of all the stakeholders.
on June 16, 2017, was devoted
to discussions on status and queries on Sarathi 4.0 and state-level As in the preceeding workshops,
issues of Vahan 4.0 and Sarathi customization of vehicle classes in device vendors showcased and
4.0. Shri Joydeep Shome, STD Sarathi 4.0. These sessions were exhibited their products in Kolkata
NIC gave the status of Vahan 4.0 helpful as the coordinators from also. It evoked a very good response
and Sarathi 4.0 implementation, states which had implemented the as two vendors having considerable
and made a presentation on the systems comparatively earlier could experience and with reliable and

stalls and demonstrated the products
to the keen delegates. Many states
also wanted to engage them for
conducting pilots for implementing
eChallan

and

mParivahan,

to

which they were quite positive and
responsive.
The two day workshop concluded
successfully on June 16, 2017 with
Shri Joydeep Shome thanking the
delegates for their participation and
the organisers for their efforts in
conducting the complete event.

features and benefits of the two share their experiences and guide the innovative products set up their

22
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Glimpses of the Goa Workshop
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Glimpses of the Kolkata Workshop
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Uttar Pradesh takes the lead in eChallan implementation
From our Uttar Pradesh Correspondent Dr L R Yadav

U

ttar Pradesh is the first state 2.0 software developed by NIC
in the Country to have

were implemented in all the 76

implemented the e-Challan App in ARTO/RTO offices in the state, and
all its 76 ARTOs/RTOs . eChallan accordingly data is being regularly

is a mobile-cum-desktop based replicated to NIC Cloud and updated
enforcement

software

which at the National Register.

enable both online and offline A bouquet of online services such
field enforcement activities for the as online applications and fee
Transport and the Police departments. submissions for learning/driving
The

NIC

Transport

Team

of licenses, tax collections for other

Uttar Pradesh has been providing state and UP state registered vehicles,
consultancy, support and training fancy number booking system,
to the Uttar Pradesh Transport dealer point registration system, visiting the National Register and are
permit
authorization, utilizing vehicle-related information
Department for customization, national
design, development, testing and viewing of vehicular data/financial available on the cloud for various
implementation of ICT-enabled data/ NOC data, etc. are also being purposes.
Citizen Centric Services. As per provided to citizens and officials. Vahan 4.0
guidelines of the Motor Vehicle Act Many

stakeholders

and RTO Lucknow during the
year 2016, it was started at RTO
Kanpur and is running successfully.
Commissioning

of

Vahan

4.0

signifies a paradigm shift from

(Police, After Successful implementation distributed local server system to

and Rules, Vahan 1.0 and Sarathi Transport officials, etc.) are regularly of Vahan 4.0 at ARTO Barabanki online centralized cloud-based server
26
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2016 and subsequently New Driving

Sarathi 4.0

License services have been initiated

Sarathi 4.0 is being implemented as a on January 17, 2017 and is running
pilot in the Barabanki district. Online successfully. Migration to Sarathi
New Learning License service was 4.0 would open the avenues to
started during the last quarter of online, central server-based services.
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Puducherry implements Online Dealer Point Registration over Vahan 4.0
From our Puducherry correspondent Shri P Sridharan

Puducherry, January 27,2017 -The paying the fees and taxes through
online submission of applications for net banking from their premises. The
new vehicle registration by dealers technical information of the vehicles
through vahan 4.0 was launched

are fetched directly from the database

on January 27, 2017 at Bahour of manufacturers which eliminates
(PY01B), Puducherry by Shri clerical mistakes.
MOHF Shajahan, Hon’ble Transport 2. Provision for owners of transport
Minsiter, Government of Puducherry vehicles to pay road tax on a quarterly

in the august presence of Shri Arun basis online through e-payment.
L Desai, IAS, Secretary, Transport, They can apply for fitness certificates

Shri SD Sundaresan, Transport online and pay the fees through
Commissioner and Dr DR Shukla, e-payment.
SIO, NIC Puducherry.

3. Provision for the citizen to apply
Citizens can now avail value added for any services on vehicles, such
services of Vahan 4.0 at Puducherry: as transfer of ownership, alteration
1. Dealers can submit the applications of vehicles, hypothecation addition/
for new vehicle registration online, termination etc., online and pay the

28

Transport project Team, NIC, Puducherry headed by SIO along with Hon’ble
Transport Minister,Secretary, Transport and Transport Commissioner during the
launch of Vahan 4.0 at Bahour, a Unit office of Puducherry

fees through e-payment.

Information and Communication
The inauguration of Vahan 4.0 at Technology (ICT) in the Transport
Sector with their highly effective
Puducherry is yet another significant
Technical Team comprising R
milestone in the journey of NIC,
Sivakumar, TD, P Sridharan, PSA
Puducherry
is
ushering
in and K Mohan SSA.
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Tripura adopts vahan4.0

From our Tripura correspondent Smt Chaitali Bhattacharjee
Tripura, September 01, 2016: The
momentum for adopting Vahan4.0
built up for the State of Tripura
after the National conference-cumworkshop on September 01, 2016 at
Delhi

data from the manufacturer.

Tripura has eight Transport Offices
and all of them have been connected
Inauguration of Vahan4 in DTO Sepahijala
since 2011 because of two reasons:
frequent machine failure, Tripura the NIC Delhi Vahan 4.0 team, ODI
a)
ODI Data Replication
opted to embrace the centralized team, Tripura Transport Department
b)
A web-based application web-enabled, cloud-based Vahan4.0. and NIC Tripura.

Vahan 4.0 and Sarathi 4.0. He has

was in use by the transport offices Vahan 4.0 was first inaugurated in the The major hurdles faced by the state
for issuing and renewing of local District Transport Office, Sepahijala during rollout was porting of the local
permits, the database being hosted (TR07) by the District Magistrate permit application data to Vahan 4.0
at the NIC data centre
Collector, Shri Pradeep Kumar platform. However, in spite of the
Owing to this positive web-based Chakrabarty on December 09, 2016. teething problems, Vahan 4.0 brought
experience, and the problems Within a span of two months, Vahan greater efficiency and transparency

Network connectivity of DTO
offices of Tripura
Principal Secretary Shri Sriram
Taranikanti, IAS , has taken keen
interest in the implementation of
further requested the Vahan team to
auto update insurance and PUCC
validity date in Vahan 4.0. Keeping
in view the lower adoption of
e-services by the citizens of Tripura,
auto updating of mobile numbers
by the citizen, based on One time
Password, was also suggested for
integration in Vahan 4.0

so that

people would need to visit Transport

associated with localized servers 4.0 was rolled out throughout the in the workflow through processes offices less often.
such as tampering of data and State with the constant support of such as availability of homologation
29
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Vahan 4 Sarathi 4 Implementation Status
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Speed Governor data integration in Vahan

T

From our Karnataka Correspondent Shri V V Gowrishankar

he Department of Transport, in the Country. The Department vehicles

wherever

applicable. run. A training programme for IMVs

of The speed governor application was scheduled on July 4, 2017.
has decided to implement Speed Karnataka, has made an agreement developed by the vendor has been Action is being taken to implement
Governor devices in all Transport with M/s Rosemarta Technologies integrated with a web service through the speed governors at all the RTOs.
vehicles as mandated by the CMV Ltd to supply, install and maintain which Vahan registration data in a
Government

of

Karnataka of

Transport,

Government

Advantages of the System

Notification dated April 15, 2015 by speed governors in all Transport specified format will be shared with
 A web-enabled system and no
the Ministry of Road Transport and category vehicles. Also, M/s Precall, the vendor and vice-versa. In this
regard a final demo was arranged by manual intervention / manipulation
Highways (MoRTH), New Delhi.
another company manufacturing
the empanelled vendor and the data of data at any level.
A Speed Governor is a device which speed governors, has been identified
sharing has been tested by taking  All the vehicle details will be
is fitted to a specified vehicle to and asked to fit speed governers on
the office of the DCT and Senior transferred to the vendor web portal
control the speed of the vehicle. vehicles,
RTO Bangalore Central as the pilot automatically through NIC web
These Speed Governors vary from The
Transport
Department,
implementation site. The test has service.
one model of a vehicle to another.
Government of Karnataka, with been successful, and has also been  After fitment of Speed Governor,
M/s Rosemarta Technologies LTD is the technical assistance of NIC, has approved by the Commissioner for a new flow is introduced for approval
one of the the manufacturers of these developed a software interface with Transport, Karnataka, for rollout in of the fitment by an Inspector. If
speed governor devices in India, and

the speed governor manufacturing all RTOs. Two transport offices, viz. the Inspector is satisfied, then only
the same company is also a supplier vendors to capture the speed RTO Yelahanka and RTO Bangalore Speed Governor Fitment certificate
of these equipment to all states governor fitment data for registered East, have been selected for the pilot will be generated.
32
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 QR Code-based Fitment Certificate governor technical details such as
is generated by the Vendor so that the Speed Governor make, model, date
authenticity of the Speed Governor of fitment, validity etc., in their web
can be checked at any Level.

application as shown in Screen Shot

 Benefits the Transport Department 1.
in implementing the Court Order

After fitment is completed, the same

 Increases the revenue collection data is sent to NIC by the vendor
of the Department as more number in the return web service. This data
of vehicles will come under fitness will be transferred to the respective
RTOs using replication mechanism.
renewal.

Process

At the RTO, the speed governor
details will be checked at the time

First the identified vendor M/s of fee payment of fitness renewal of
Rosemarta Ltd. and M/s Precall Ltd that vehicle. If the speed governor

Screenshot 1

received. The vehicle will undergo
the fitness test only after successful
service, and seek the required data alert will be sent to the cashier, and
fee payment for renewal of fitness,
using the web service. After receiving the system will not move further At this stage, the speed governor
the data, they will get the entire speed until the speed governor details are details will be automatically fetched
will call the NIC-developed web details are not present, then an

33

by the fitness renewal data entry, and
after the approval of this data by the
Inspector concerned, the new Fitness
Certificate will be issued.
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Now also as Correspondents for Parivahan NextMile
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State/UT

Name

Mobile Number

email ID

Andhra Pradesh

Nand Kumar

9490706479

nand@ap.nic.in

Andaman

Vijay Nagu

9679544007/ 03192-232733

vijaynagu.vs@nic.in

Arunachal Pradesh

Bimal Chandra Borah

9402275086

bimal.borah@nic.in

Assam

Bibhujjbal Kumar Bhattacharjya

9954343159

asm-bibhu@nic.in

Bihar

Kanhaiya Pandey/ Rana Pratap

09431800512 / 9431025779

Chandigarh

Vivek Verma /Inderjit Singh

9417367744/ 9855166455

Chhattisgarh

Y.V.S. Rao

09202200776 / 9300681678

kp@bih.nic.in/rana.pratap@nic.in
vivek.verma@nic.in; bvivek@nic.in; inderjit.
singh@nic.in
yvsrao@nic.in

Dadra & Nagar Haveli

Milind D. Talnikar

9427154131

silvassa@nic.in

Daman and Diu

Utpal Mehta (Daman)

9825 570 507

utpal.mehta@nic.in

Delhi

Deepak Mehra

9810626233

deepakm@nic.in

Goa

Satesh P Redkar

9890846085

satesh.r@nic.in

Gujarat

D.K. Jhala

9428813149

dk.jhala@nic.in

Haryana

Sanjay Sharma

9417850505

s.sanjay@nic.in

Himachal Pradesh

Bhupinder Pathak

9418111012

pathak.b@nic.in

J&K

Rakesh Kumar Gupta

9419206379 / 9419282126

Jharkhand

Amar Sinha/Taiyab hussain

9470193076

rakesh.gupta@nic.in
amarsinha@nic.in;
taiyab.hussain@nic.in
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State/UT

Name

Mobile Number

email ID

Karnataka

V V Gowrishankar

9945321743

vv.gowrishankar@nic.in

Kerala

Asir Edwin M.

9446319 944

asir@kerala.nic.in

Lakshadweep

Shahina Beegum K.K.

9497644622

shahina@nic.in

Madhya Pradesh

A.N. Siddiqui / Sanjay Pandey

9893 136 523 / 9893287688

siddiqui.an@nic.in

Maharashtra

Rajesh Bhusari / Deepak N. Sonar

9403689666 / 9422349049

r.bhusari@nic.in / sonar.deepak@nic.in

Manipur

L. Premchandra Sharma

9402880054

premchand@nic.in

Meghalaya

Indrani Swer/ Gulrez A Sohliya

9436994810/ 919856042688

indrani.swer@nic.in/ gulrez.sohliya@nic.in

Mizoram

C. Lalmuanawmi

9436153655

mapuii@nic.in

Nagaland

I. Lanusungkum Aier

9436016039

lanu@nic.in

Orissa

Bimal Kanta Panda

9338189476

bk.panda@nic.in

Pondicherry

P. Sridharan/ R Sivakumar

9442210705/ 9443955220

sri.pon@nic.in/ rs.kumar@nic.in

Punjab

Sarbjeet Singh/ Tarminder Singh

9915066410 / 0172-2745462

singh.sarbjeet@nic.in/t.singh@nic.in

Rajasthan

Liladhar

9928018283

liladhar@nic.in

Sikkim

DK Basnett

9434079436

dkbasnet@nic.in

Tamil Nadu

Ramadas L.

9445022233

l.ram@nic.in

Tripura

Chaitali Bhattacharjee

9436454394

Uttar Pradesh

Lautoo Ram Yadav /
Piyush Srivastava

9415306058/9415328793

chaitali.b@nic.in
lr.yadav@nic.in
piyush.srivastava@nic.in,

Uttarakhand

Sanjay Gupta

9997122217

sanjaygupta@nic.in
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West Bengal

Dr. Tapas Kumar Das

9830049045 / 9433082320

tapas@nic.in

Telangana

Nand Kumar

9490706479

nand@ap.nic.in
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Role

Name of Officer

Project Head

Designation

IP Phone

Mobile No.

STD Phone No.

e-mail ID

Shri Sanjay Singh Gahlout, Delhi DDG

5326

9810678503

011-24364294,

gahlout@nic.in

Head of Division

Shri Joydeep Shome, Delhi,

STD

5269

9810714183

011-24305269

joydeep@nic.in

Sarathi Coordinator

Shri BV Reddy, Hyderabad

TD

6152

9490749834

040-23261247

bvreddy@nic.in

Data Management & Analyt- Shri Pawan Joshi, Delhi
ics Coordinator

STD

5268

9818662315

011-24305268

pawan.joshi@nic.in

Vahan Team Member

Shri Piyush Gupta, Delhi

TD

5121

9971877440

011-24305121

piyush@nic.in

Vahan Team Member

Shri Deepak Mehra, Delhi

TD

5682

9810626233

011-24305682

deepakm@nic.in

Vahan Team Member

Shri Sanjay Mendiratta, Delhi

TD

5686

9958388995

011-24305686

sanjaymen@nic.in

Vahan Team Member

Shri Ravindra Gautam, Delhi

PSA

5687

9868260189

011-24305687

rgautam@nic.in

Vahan Team Member

Smt Nisha Gupta, Delhi

Scientist B

5901

9958277191

011-24305901

nisha.g@nic.in

Vahan Team Member

Smt Manisha Agarwal, Delhi

Scientist B

5906

9810377441

011-24305906

manisha.aggarwal @nic.in

Sarathi Team Member

Shri Manoj Kumar Srivastava,
Delhi

PSA

5684

9968071989

011-24305684

mks@nic.in
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Role

Name of Officer

Designation

e-mail ID

Sarathi Team Member

Smt Jhancy Srinivas

TD

jhancy@nic.in

Sarathi Team Member

Smt Anuragamai

TD

anurag.ap@nic.in

Sarathi Team Member

Shri MSV Subramanyam

TD

maddulasvs@nic.in

Sarathi Team Member

Shri Nand Kumar

TD

nand@ap.nic.in

Sarathi Team Member

Shri Madan Mohan

TD

mohan.madan@nic.in

Sarathi Team Member

Shri Raghavendra Joish

TD

joish.r@nic.in

Sarathi Team Member

Shri SSV Rao

TD

ssv.rao@nic.in
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